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Flow analysis of two-dimensional pulsed jets by particle image velocimetry
J. C. BeÂra, M. Michard, N. Grosjean, G. Comte-Bellot

Abstract A purely alternating jet without mean mass ¯ux
and a mixed pulsed jet containing an additional blowing
component were investigated by particle image velocimetry (PIV). The jets issued from a two-dimensional slit
connected to a converging nozzle, opening normally from
a ¯at wall. The pulsation was driven by a loudspeaker. The
mean velocity ®elds were characterized by the combination of downstream directional blowing and omni-directional suction. The velocity ¯uctuations were dominated
by contra-rotating eddy pairs synchronized with the pulsation and formed at the jet edges during blowing. Phasesynchronized measurements permit the investigation of
the averaged patterns and the cycle-to-cycle ¯uctuations of
these vortices. The mean trajectories of vortex centers
during a whole injection cycle show how large lateral jet
expansions are achieved. For a purely alternating jet, the
expansion takes place close to the slit. For a mixed pulsed
jet, the vortices develop farther from the ori®ce. In addition, proper orthogonal mode decomposition demonstrates that only a few modes are required to represent the
main events of the ¯ow dynamics.

1
Introduction
From the time that Crow and Champagne (1971) investigated the orderly structure of turbulent jets, the dynamics of
pulsed jets has generated great interest among the scienti®c
community. A possible increase of the jet entrainment rate
was the main advantage. Several experiments on circular jets
were done by Binder et al. (1971, 1972), Curtet and Girard
(1973), Bremhorst and Harch (1979) and Bremhorst and
Watson (1981). In industrial applications, pulsed jets have
been widely used in internal combustion engines in order to
improve the mixing between fuel and air (Heywood 1988).
More recently, pulsed jets have been discovered as ef®cient actuators for ¯ow control. The unsteady aspect was
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so important that in some experiments the continuous
component of the pulsed jet has been even suppressed ±
hence some suction effects were added. The separation of
boundary layers on cylinders or wings could be delayed,
hence generating lift, with actuators located at the wall
underneath the ¯ow. Eventually, this approach would
permit the improvement of the ¯ight response of aircraft
without geometry changes of wing pro®les. For cylinders,
the case of laminar boundary layers has been investigated
by Amitay et al. (1997), and the case of turbulent separation by BeÂra et al. (1998). For airfoil wings, most of the
research has been so far done by Seifert et al. (1993),
MacManus and Magill (1997) and Greenblatt et al. (1998).
Pioneering works on ¯ow control in moderate and largeangle diffusers have been conducted by Kwong and
Dowling (1994) and Ben Chiekh et al. (2000) in order to
increase the mixing, to raise the mean pressure recovery
and to reduce pressure oscillations.
Understanding the physical mechanisms involved in the
interactions between pulsed jets and external ¯ow has also
been a developing topic. The dye visualization of vortex
rings evolving over a ¯at plate in a cross-¯ow by Chang
and Vakili (1995) provided the ®rst elements of the vortex
deformation at extremely low speed. At higher speeds,
Wygnanski (1997) suggested that separation can be delayed over an airfoil ¯ap when active eddies, which are
introduced into the ¯ow, are able to manipulate the free
shear layer so as to accompany it downstream to the ¯ap
trailing edge. Using particle image velocimetry (PIV), BeÂra
et al. (2000) showed that pulsed jets affect ¯ow separation
on a cylinder by reaching the separated layer, generating
strong vortices of the same sign as the shear induced by
the external ¯ow and bringing ¯uid close to the cylinder
wall. McManus and Magill (1997) found that 45° skew
oblique jets were more active than jets normal to the wall
because of a stronger coupling with the inclined structures
constituting turbulent boundary layers. Numerical predictions have also attempted to analyze the control process, e.g. the unsteady RANS approach of Hassan and
Janakiram (1997) for a NACA airfoil, the unsteady k e
simulations of Getin (2000) for a cylinder and the LES
simulations of Mary et al. (2000) also for a cylinder. In all
these cases, re®ned meshes are needed across the jet exit,
and the unsteady feature is the hardest part to simulate.
In that context, the simple case of a pulsed jet without
external ¯ow has very recently received further attention.
It constitutes a separate and entire benchmark for
numerical studies as well as for experimental investigations, because of a wide range of both injector and ¯ow
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parameters that govern the jet development. These include
the Reynolds numbers of the injection, the Strouhal
number of the pulsation, the relative stroke-length, the
shape of the velocity pro®le at the jet exit (top-hat when
the pulsed jets are issued from a converging nozzle or with
a distributed vorticity, and additional unsteadiness when
pulsed jets issue from cavities with inner sharp angles and
long connection ducts). For example, Redionitis et al.
(1999) and Smith et al. (1999) mostly investigated the
Reynolds and Strouhal effects. The DNS simulations of
Rizetta et al. (1998) and Lee and Goldstein (2000) extensively examined the cavity, including the shape of the slit
lips. Furthermore, the time±velocity injection cycle function is an important parameter as pointed out by Kral et al.
(1997), who modeled 10 cases of pulsed jets, not yet all
completely compared with experiments. More numerical
data were provided by Getin (2000).
The present experimental study focused on the comparison between two typical cases of injection: purely alternating injection with zero mass net ¯ux ± also called
synthetic jet ± and mixed pulsed injection with fully pulsed
blowing, and hence a continuous mean ¯ow. The injection
was made through a convergent nozzle in order to have
well-de®ned spatial velocity conditions at the ori®ce. This
technology was used extensively by Sunyach and BeÂra at
our institution for ¯ow control. The Reynolds and Strouhal numbers based on the peak velocity, the ori®ce width
and the forcing frequency were Re  1300, and St  0.10.
These were close to the values met in the synthetic jets
issued from rectangular cavities representative of MEMS
piezoelectric technology, as developed by Seifert et al.
(1993), Amitay et al. (1997) and Smith and Glezer (1998).
For the experimental technique, we have selected particle
image velocimetry (PIV), which permits instantaneous
velocity maps of the whole ¯ow to be obtained. Software
processing then gave access to phase-averaged maps that
provided the key dynamic ¯ow features. The large-scale
structures generated by the alternating injection could
therefore be observed during their downstream evolution,
concomitantly with the ¯ow changes existing near the
injection nozzle. Finally, PIV permitted us, through the
very productive snapshot technique of the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), to investigate the cyclic
variation of the vortices generated during blowing.
The organization of the paper is as follows: the experimental set-up is described in Sect. 2, with the actuator
characteristics and the PIV features. Results dealing with
the velocity pro®les and the kinetic energy values are given
in Sect. 3. Some self-similarity considerations are discussed in Sect. 4, mostly concerning the lateral rate of
expansion of the various jets. Conditional phase statistics
including POD results are presented in Sect. 5, as well as
vortex trajectories for the most signi®cant cases.

Fig. 1. Sketch of pulsed jet generator

experiments were carried out in a large room with ambient
air at rest. Two kinds of unsteady blowing jets were explored: a purely alternating jet and a mixed pulsed jet with
both alternating and continuous injections.
The purely alternating jet issued from a convergent
nozzle tightly ®tted to the rim of a loudspeaker, as shown
in Fig. 1. The slit was perpendicular to the ¯at wall, and
the ori®ce edges were sharp. The pressure ¯uctuation was
sinusoidal at a frequency of 200 Hz. The loudspeaker was
fed by a 3 V RMS voltage, generating velocity ¯uctuations
of approximately 14 m/s RMS at the aperture.
The mixed pulsed jet injection was based on the same
actuator as the purely alternating jet, except that a constant pressure feed was added to generate an overpressure
in the pulsed cavity. This feed was adjusted to suppress the
suction phase: at the minimal value of the injection cycle,
the velocity at the slit exit was approximately zero.
For comparison, two classical steady blowing jets were
generated through the same injector by only the constant
overpressure in the cavity. The jet exit velocities were:
10 m/s (low blowing) giving the same mean velocity as the
purely alternating jet at X  30 mm from the slit; and
20 m/s (high blowing) generated by the same constant
pressure feed as that used in the mixed pulsed jet. A
constant underpressure, or depression, in the cavity was
also tested to study the effect of a continuously sucking slit.
This basic case is important as it corresponds to half a
cycle in a purely alternating jet.
The time trace of the instantaneous velocity cycle at the slit
exit center was acquired by hot-wire measurements for every
injection studied. Figure 2 shows these injection cycles.

2.2
PIV measurements
Figure 3 shows the set-up used for the PIV measurements.
The view plane was normal to the slit at the mid-span of
the slit. Figure 3 also gives the de®nition of the coordinate
axes. The observation ®eld was 35 mm ´ 35 mm, and the
jet slit opened at X  Y  0.
The measurements were carried out with a Dantec system. Two coupled YAG laser sources (300 mJ Quantel lasers) provide pairs of laser pulses at a synchronizable
2
frequency of about 10 Hz. The time delay between pulses
Experimental set-up
was 30 ls. The visualization light sheet was 0.3 mm in
width. The ¯ow was seeded with micrometer-sized droplets
2.1
generated by a smog generator. Droplets were atomized in
Jet generation
All jets investigated issued from the same longitudinal slit, the surrounding ¯uid before every experiment. Afterwards,
100 mm long, e  1 mm wide, mounted in a ¯at plate. The the alternating blowing and suction ensured the ¯ow to be

Fig. 4. Integration domain for vortex C-criterion calculation at
any point X

Fig. 2. Injection cycle for jets investigated

Fig. 3. Principle of PIV measurements

correctly seeded, even near the slit. The light scattered by
droplets during laser illuminations was recorded with a
CCD Kodak Megaplus E.S. 1.0 camera. The magni®cation
ratio was 1/3. The 1008 ´ 1018 pixels images were processed using cross-correlation. The interrogation window
was ®xed to 32 ´ 32 pixels, providing a spatial resolution of
approximately 1 mm ´ 1 mm. The overlap ratio between
adjacent interrogation windows was 50%, providing instantaneous velocity ®elds with 63 ´ 63 vectors.

2.3
PIV data processing
For the steady jets, the mean and ¯uctuating velocities
were computed by ensemble averaging performed over a
set of 990 instantaneous ®elds. For the pulsed jets, the PIV
measurements could be triggered by logic signals synchronized with the electric supply of the loudspeaker. For
a given phase in the injection cycle, phase-average velocity
®elds were obtained by averaging 55 instantaneous velocity ®elds. The whole cycle was covered by 18 phases
regularly spaced, including blowing and suction. Therefore, a total set of 990 instantaneous samples was available
for time-averaged computations. It was veri®ed that the
mean of the 18 phase-averages was compatible with the
mean of random acquisitions.
The pulsed jet generates vortices during blowing, as
already established by the visualizations of Smith and
Glezer (1998) in the case of purely alternating jets. The

vortex centers are localized, using the topological criterion
developed by Michard et al. (1997). At each location ~
XR in
the ¯ow (Fig. 4) the dimensionless function C ~
X  1S ~y2S
sin h dS was obtained, where S is a domain surrounding ~
X
~ ~
and h is the angle between ~
Y ~
X and the velocity U
Y.
The value of C ~
x varies in the range )1 to 1, and the
vortex center ~
X corresponds to C ~
X  1 (counter clockwise rotation) or C ~
X  )1 (clockwise rotation). The
vortex centers could be obtained for every one of the 55
instantaneous velocity ®elds taken at a given phase. Fluctuations of the phase-average vortex center around the
mean position could therefore be also investigated.
POD was implemented on the series of 55 phase-synchronized velocity ®elds, using the snapshot method
(Sirovich 1987). The spatial modes were deduced from the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the cross-correlation
matrix between snapshots.

3
Maps of the flow statistics
3.1
Maps of mean velocity fields
The averaged velocity ®elds for the different injections are
shown in Fig. 5. A relatively good symmetry of the ®elds
with respect to the injection plane can be observed.
However, a slight jet deviation toward the right is perceptible, due to molding imperfection of the nozzle. This
deviation will be corrected for when analyzing the mean
velocity pro®les in Sect. 4. Close to the slit, the PIV spatial
resolution does not permit precise observation of the jet
exit, as the 1 mm slit width is of the order of the PIV
interrogation window. There is bias due to excessively
strong velocity gradients and excessively large particle
displacements. For the high-level steady and mixed jets,
the measured mean velocities were therefore systematically too small in the potential jet region and its mixing
layers (roughly X/e < 5 and |Y|/e < 1). Of course, we could
have used a bigger nozzle width as in the experiments by
Smith et al. (1999), but our intent was to investigate precisely the same experiments that were embedded in our
¯ow control experiments (BeÂra and Sunyach 1998, Michard et al. 1998).
The basic steady ®elds (blowing and suction) provide
two different ¯ow structures. On the one hand (Fig. 5a),
steady blowing generates a classical jet normal to the wall,
with regular spreading and entrainment of the surrounding ¯uid. On the other hand (Fig. 5b), steady suction
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Fig. 5a±d. Mean velocity ®elds:
a Steady jet (high level), b Steady suction,
c Purely alternating jet, d Mixed pulsed jet

types of jets. Of course, the steady suction is not considered because the ¯ow is laminar.
Figure 6a±b concern the low- and high-level steady jets.
The kinetic energy maps show elongated contours in the
downstream direction, which re¯ects the lateral diffusion
associated with the longitudinal convection. The mean jet
width obtained at the downstream distance of X/e  35 is
of the same order for both blowing levels, which is consistent with the expected jet similarity.
Figure 6c deals with the purely alternating jet. The isokinetic energy contours now have a large transverse
(cross-stream-wise) expansion, from very close to the
nozzle up to around X/e  10; afterwards, the jet expansion is reduced. The high ¯uctuations when X/e is around
10 are attributed to the periodic entrainment of the surrounding ¯uid, as will be made clear in Sect. 5. Further
downstream, the ¯uctuating levels reduce, so that lateral
expansion cannot proceed further.
Figure 6d concerns the mixed pulsed jet. A large
transverse expansion is now observed between X/e  3 to
X/e  15 from the slit. Afterwards, the expansion rate is
reduced as for the purely alternating jet. The iso-¯uctuation lines present some similarity with those of the alternating jet, but they essentially differ from them in that an
3.2
additional downstream convection exists due to the steady
Maps of fluctuating kinetic energy
The maps of the ¯uctuating kinetic energy ®elds given in part of the injection. In terms of ¯uctuation magnitudes,
the mixed pulsed jet generates larger ¯uctuating kinetic
Fig. 6 con®rm the great disparity between the different

generates an omnidirectional velocity ®eld toward the slit.
In particular, tangential in-¯ow is visible on either side of
the slit close to the wall.
Figure 5c shows that the purely alternating jet generates
a mean ¯ow, even without mean mass ¯ux introduced at
the nozzle. Indeed, during the blowing phase, the ¯uid is
pushed away from the nozzle suf®ciently far downstream
so that it can later escape from the suction imposed at the
nozzle. Of course, the resulting mean ¯ow structure is
different from that of a classical steady jet. The mean
velocity on the jet centerline shows a saddle point (at
X/e  2) where the mean effect of suction compensates for
the mean effect of blowing. Above the saddle point, the
mean velocity ®eld looks like that of a classical steady
blowing jet, except that the aerodynamic driving effect of
the pulsed jet is very intense.
The mean ¯ow of the mixed pulsed jet (Fig. 5d) resembles
that of the steady jet of the same mean injection (Fig. 5a).
However, the lateral entrainment is more intense, with
larger velocity magnitudes, showing clearly that the pulsation ultimately results in an acceleration of the mean jet.
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Fig. 6a±d. Kinetic energy of velocity
¯uctuations: a Steady jet (low),
b Steady jet (high), c Purely alternating
jet, d Mixed pulsed jet

energy levels than either the purely alternating jet or the
steady blowing, around as much as the sum of both. Let us
recall that mixed injection has been selected precisely to be
the sum of the pure alternating injection and the high-level
steady injection, compare with Fig. 2.

4
Self-similarity approach of the velocity profiles

two previous types of jets: indeed, b/e seems to collapse
with the alternating jet up to X/e  15, and with the steady
blowing above X/e  20.
Figure 8 shows the jet maximum velocity Um as a
function of X/e. For steady blowing we obtain the usual
decreasing law, whatever the blowing level. In terms of a
power law, the exponent is )0.40 and close to the theoretical value of )0.50. For the purely alternating jet, Um
increases from zero at the slit to a maximum around
X/e  12, and then slowly decreases. Smith and Glezer
(1998) also found a maximum located around X/e  8, and

4.1
Maximum velocity and half-width of the jets
In order to compare the different ¯ow structures, we focus
on velocity pro®les in the usual similarity coordinates,
using X/e, Y/b and U=Um . The half-width b is de®ned as
the lateral distance at which the mean jet pro®le is reduced
to half of its maximum velocity Um at the same axial
section. The same de®nition has been used for the three
kinds of injection investigated: steady blowing jet, purely
alternating jet and mixed pulsed jet. In all the plots, we will
only consider axial distances X/e > 5, consistent with our
PIV measurement accuracy.
The jet half-width b=e is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of
the distance from the slit. The steady injection provides an
identical expansion for both blowing levels, with the usual
linear increase. The spreading of the purely alternating jet
is higher than that of a steady jet at all distances from the
nozzle. Moreover, a sharp increase of b/e occurs for
X/e > 15, in accordance with the hot-wire experimental
curve of Smith et al. (1999). As an interesting point, the Fig. 7. Half-width of the jet as a function of distance from
mixed pulsed jet gives an intermediate curve between the injection nozzle

c

Fig. 9a±d. Mean velocity normalized pro®les, s X/e  5, h
X/e  10, D X/e  15, e X/e  20, d X/e  25, j X/e  30:
a Steady jet (low level), b Steady jet (high level), c Purely alternating jet, d Mixed pulsed jet
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4.3
Profiles of the RMS velocity fluctuations
The relative intensity of the stream-wise and cross-stream
velocity ¯uctuations, u¢/Um and v¢/Um, are presented in
Fig. 10.
The low-level steady blowing provides perfect similarity
pro®les almost as soon as X/e  15 (Fig. 10a). The conventional patterns are retrieved with the usual dip on the
jet axis for u0 =Um . At high blowing levels, the similarity is a
little less marked (Fig. 10b), but as a whole, the normalized
Fig. 8. Maximum jet velocity as a function of distance from
pro®les do not depend on the blowing injection level.
injection nozzle
Now for the alternating jet (Fig. 10c), both the u¢/Um
and v¢/Um pro®les need large values of X/e, around
X/e  25, to show similarity. In addition, the intensity
Kral et al. ( 1997) predicted it around X/e  10. For the
values on the jet centerline are much higher than in the
mixed pulsed injection, the evolution of Um with X/e is
case of a steady jet: u¢/Um  0.40 and v¢/Um  0.35 ±
more complex because of the presence of an intermediate versus 0.25 and 0.20, respectively, for steady blowing. This
minimum. This behavior can be also observed in the
fact, added to the increased lateral expansion observed in
predictions made by Kral et al. (1997) ± case T6.
Fig. 7, shows that a speci®c ¯ow pattern is now present.
The mixed jet pro®les (Fig. 10d), present similitude
4.2
only when X/e > 20. Then the u¢/Um and v¢/Um values are
Mean velocity profiles
close to those obtained for steady blowing.
The mean velocity pro®les are shown in Fig. 9. In every
X/e section, the slight asymmetry of the PIV pro®les ob- 5
served in Fig. 5 was corrected by bringing the Um position Identification of the large-scale structures
onto the Y-axis, i.e. Y  0 at the jet centerline.
generated by pulsation
For the steady blowing jets, all the stream-wise velocity
pro®les U/Um collapse satisfactorily (Fig. 9a±b, left). The 5.1
cross-stream velocity pro®les V/Um reach similarity
Phase-average velocity fields
slightly farther downstream (Fig. 9a±b, right). The V
Phase-average velocity ®elds are measured in the case of
components are directed outwards when Y/e is small, the the purely alternating jet (Figure. 11) and the mixed
¯ow being dominated by the decrease of the mean longi- pulsed jet (Fig. 12). These measurements illustrate the
tudinal velocity near the jet centerline, and inwards when presence of pairs of contra-rotating eddies, which develop
Y/e is large, corresponding to the entrainment of surand move downstream over the injection cycle.
rounding ¯uid.
The results for phase 0°, which corresponds to the end of
In the case of the purely alternating jet, see Fig. 9c, the suction (see Fig. 2), are presented in the ®rst vector ®eld of
similarity of the mean longitudinal velocity pro®les is
Figs. 11 and 12. They show that alternating injection favors
surprisingly good. A speci®c feature, however, is the
the separation of the vortices generated by the previous
presence of negative U/Um velocities for jY j=b  2. This blowing. These vortices are around X/e  15 for the purely
indicates that large rotating secondary ¯ows are associated alternating jet and X/e  25 for the mixed pulsed jet. For the
with the entrainment effects that exist in the surrounding purely alternating jet, the separation is clearly marked by
¯uid. The mean cross-stream velocity pro®les V/Um are
a saddle point in front of the injection slit at approximately
far from similarity. Moreover, for X/e  5 and 10, V/Um X/e  5 from the nozzle. The horizontal partition line
have very large magnitudes, with pro®les showing only
{X/e  4} delimits the lower zone where the ¯uid is aspientrainment effects and no jet lateral expansion. Indeed, rated by the slit, and the upper zone where the ¯ow is
the blowing phase brings inward contributions toward the governed by an autonomous pair of ejected contra-rotating
slit by jet entrainment, and the suction phase does the
eddies. For the mixed pulsed jet, the separation cannot be
same by direct aspiration.
localized because of the continuous blowing component. In
The mixed pulsed jet (Fig. 9d) presents some similarity both cases the pairs of contra-rotating eddies are continuwith the alternating pulsed jet. At large Y/b, negative val- ously moving away from the wall.
ues of U/Um are present, but less pronounced. These
The phases 60±120±180°, which correspond to blowing,
negative values appear farther downstream from the noz- are given in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th vector ®elds of Figs. 11
zle because of convection by the mean blowing compoand 12. The birth of the contra-rotating eddies is clearly
nent. The V/Um pro®les behave, regarding the surrounding visible close to the nozzle. Farther downstream the pre¯uid entrainment, as an intermediate case between the
vious pair continues its evolution, pushed also by the disteady injection and the alternating injection.
rectional blowing imposed at the slit.
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phases 0° and 180°. One can see the accuracy of the locations, hence enlightening the velocity ®elds plotted in
Figs. 11 and 12.
An example of ¯uctuations of the vortex center around
its 180° phase-average position is given in Fig. 14 for the
purely alternating jet. At X/e  7 the most recent vortex
5.2
pair is clearly detected, with a small dispersion (r  0.6),
Statistics of the vortex centers
permitting a meaningful phase-averaged position to be
The eddy structure centers obtained by the C-criterion
presented in Sect. 2.3 can be localized on the phase-aver- de®ned. The previous vortex pair is also visible around X/
aged velocity ®elds for every phase of the injection cycle. e  25, but now with a large dispersion (r  4), which
As an illustration, results are presented in Fig. 13 for the could be explained by vortex pair oscillations.
Fig. 10a±d. RMS velocity ¯uctuation normalized pro®les, s
X/e  5, h X/e  10, D X/e  15, e X/e  20, d X/e  25,
j X/e  30: a Steady jet (low level), b Steady jet (high level),
c Purely alternating jet, d Mixed pulsed jet

Fig. 11. Phase-average velocity ®elds for
purely alternating jet at 60° intervals of the
injection cycle
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Fig. 12. Phase-average velocity ®elds for
mixed pulsed jet at 60° intervals of the
injection cycle

5.3
Trajectories of the vortex centers
Figure 15 shows the phase-averaged trajectories covered
by the vortex centers in steps of 20° of phase-angle of
the injection cycle. The convection velocity of the vortices
can be deduced from their locations and the actuator
frequency of 200 Hz. Neglecting the convection velocity
differences between steps, the averaged longitudinal
convection speed is around 3.5 m/s for the purely alternating jet and 5 m/s for the mixed jet. These velocities can
be compared with the Um values of Fig. 8. In particular, for

the purely alternating jet, the vortex displacement velocity
is slightly larger than Um. This result shows that the
contra-rotating eddies are not passively convected by the
¯ow, but they really control the whole jet dynamics. The
mean ¯ow essentially results from the self-induced motion
of the vortex pairs.
The trajectories are clearly not linear. At their beginning, they are roughly de®ned by approximately parallel
vertical mean lines up to X/e  6 from the slit: this corresponds to the stage of formation. The cross-stream
distances between the two eddy centers are, however,
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Fig. 13a±b. G-criterion maps for phaseaverage ®elds: a Purely alternating jet,
b Mixed pulsed jet; on the left: at the phase
0° ± end of suction, on the right: at the
phase 180° ± end of blowing. Eddy centers
marked by crosses

Fig. 14. Positions of the vortex centers for the 55 snapshots at
phase 180° for purely alternating jet

slightly different between the purely alternating and
mixed pulsed jets. Then, the two structures become larger
and move away from each other: this corresponds to the
stage of expansion. The lateral expansion angle is substantially greater for the alternating jet than for the mixed
c

Fig. 15a±b. Positions of phase-average vortex centers at each 20°
of the injection cycle (for phase de®nition, see Fig. 2): a Purely
alternating jet, b Mixed pulsed jet
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Fig. 16a±b. Energy of velocity ¯uctuations for synchronized ®elds: a Purely alternating jet, b Mixed pulsed jet; on the
left: at the phase 0° ± end of suction, on
the right: at the phase 180° ± end of
blowing

The POD analysis was applied to each phase-locked
series of instantaneous ®elds. For both the purely alternating jet and the mixed pulsed jet, the ®rst mode corresponds precisely to the phase-averaged ®elds. All the
5.4
upper modes are approximately symmetrical or antisymVelocity fluctuations around the phase averages
metrical, corresponding to stream-wise jet oscillations or
The velocity ¯uctuations around a phase-average ®eld
inside the synchronized series of instantaneous ®elds are span-wise jet swings. Figure 18 shows the second mode
now studied at the two important injection phases of 0° (antisymmetric) at phase 0° of the injection process. For
and 180°, Fig. 16. Comparisons with Figures 11, 12 or 15 both jets, this mode is dominated by triplets of eddies,
composed by two structures antisymmetric about the jet
show that the ¯uctuation maxima are located on the
phase-averaged vortices. The kinetic energy is large, sug- mid-plane (ccw on the maps) and surmounted by one
contra-rotating structure (cw on the maps). These triplets,
gesting an irregular motion of these structures.
In addition, turbulence is present in the velocity ®eld at even less energetic than the ®rst mode, react with it so as
to deviate the phase-averaged structures, once to the left,
speci®c times in the injection cycle. During the blowing
phase (Fig. 16, right), there is turbulence in the wake of the once to the right, depending on the sign of the modal
coef®cient. The resulting effect will be a slight swinging of
rising structures ± i.e. in the blowing jet itself. On the
the jet, in accordance with the differences between the
contrary, at the end of the suction phase (Fig. 16, left),
there are no ¯uctuations close to the wall, in accordance instantaneous ®elds presented in Fig. 17.
with the laminar state of the sucked ¯ow.
Two examples of instantaneous ®elds at a same phase
6
are given in Fig. 17. They permit one to appreciate the
differences that occur between realizations. In particular, Conclusions
we notice that the synchronized structures vary in inten- The present PIV investigation on a purely alternating jet
sity from one realization to another, and that the vortex with zero mass-¯ux and a mixed pulsed jet with an additional blowing component has shown that well-organized
pairs are generally not symmetrical. The most intense
vortex structures can move toward the left or the right. As large ¯ow patterns dominate the velocity ®elds by a periodic ¯ux of contra-rotating eddy pairs. There is accorda result, the instantaneous jet deviates in a similar way.
These ®ndings, which disappear in any averaged view, will ingly a large lateral expansion of the jet and a large
entrainment rate of external ¯uid, compared to usual
now be analyzed using POD.
jet, which is consistent with the half-width results given
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 17a±b. Examples of instantaneous
velocity ®elds at the end of the suction
phase (0°): a Purely alternating jet,
b Mixed pulsed jet

Fig. 18a±b. POD second mode for 0°
phase-average velocity ®elds: a Purely alternating jet, b Mixed pulsed jet
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